«

JAMES BKS
His hip-hop sensibilities transfer to the other music he makes, he’s a nice person to work
with and is gonna be a strong artist in the future.
- Idris Elba for
JAMES BKS IS A FRENCH AFRICAN ARTIST AND A MUSIC PRODUCER WHO IS A PERFECT
CROSSOVER BETWEEN HIS AFRICAN ROOTS (THANKS TO HIS FATHER, THE LEGENDARY
SAXOPHONIST MANU DIBANGO) AND AN URBAN HIP-HOP SENSIBILITY (PRODUCER
FOR SNOOP DOG, TALIB KWELI, MR EAZI AS WELL AS FRENCH SUPERSTARS IN FRANCE
- BOOBA, SOPRANO, ...).

3 SINGLES :
4,5 MILLIONS OF
CUMULATED STREAMS

«NEW BREED»
CLICK HERE

PLAYLISTED ON
BBC1, RADIO 6, 1XTRA

SEVERAL SYNCS INCLUDING
• Netflix «TURN UP CHARLIE»
• Sky TV «IN THE LONG RUN»
• LEXUS ad

«KWELE»
CLICK HERE

B i og ra p hy
James BKS productions are an exploration
through his musical and personal legacy.
Between Europe, Africa and America, James
tells through his music his journey, melting
together African percussions, hip-hop rhythms
and pop chords. The one of a French artist of
Cameroonian origins, who lived a few years in
the United States of America. Hip-hop producer
who turned into a film score composer, James
always made other people work shine thanks
to his compositions. But now, James only wants
to glow on his own.

James BKS was born in 1982, in Paris, son of a
Cameroonian mother, who raised him with his
adoptive father. As a child, he grew up between
songs by French singer Michel Berger and Congolese
musician Kofi Olomidé. Later, during his teenage
years, came Wu-Tang Clan and The Fugees, a time
when he flew for the first time to the United States
of America to visit family members. As soon as he
graduated, he followed his parents to the US, who
left France for a business opportunity. James started
studying sound engineering in a Virginia college.
Between classes, James BKS produced instrumentals

that he sent to numerous rap and r’n’b artists on both
sides of the Atlantic Ocean. It was a landmark: “I
am a shy person, and make other people listen to
my music feels like I show a part of myself. Getting
attention from known artists was an incredible
feeling”.
Step by step, James and his then-manager created
their network, and managed to get signed on Akon’s
Konvikt Muzik. James worked there with in-house
songwriters like T-Pain and Rock City. He produced
a few songs, for major acts like Snoop Dogg, Diddy,
and French rap stars Booba and Soprano. But
staying into the shadows got him frustrated. “I had
to get by the industry rules, and was not in charge of
my music anymore. I never managed to compromise
myself enough to produce a definitive commercial
breakthrough”. James eventually decided to break
his contract, which took a long time. But he learned a
valuable lesson: “best ideas come from frustration”.
During this time, he met his spouse, with whom he
founded the creative house Grown Kid. They started
to collect information on the musical industry rules,
copyrights, and the many ways James could make
his skills shine. He started to compose scores for
Yves Saint-Laurent, Prada and Giorgio Armani
commercials, and for full-length movies, like La
Taularde, starring Sophie Marceau, and Le Gang
des Antillais. These works gave him a creative space
and a financial freedom to develop more personal
projects. Fate brought him his biggest so far.
James never felt any attachments to his Cameroonian
roots. But during a professional meeting, he ran into
his biological father: legendary Pan-African and
Cameroonian musician Manu Dibango. James’
mother had previously revealed this secret to James,
but he chose to avoid it. “Getting face to face with
my father was unexpected. I was avoiding what was
bound to happen”. James later told Manu about
this family tie. The got to know each other, and the
young musician discovered his father’s personality
and musical heritage, which turned out to be a
revelation. “I never embraced African music when
I was younger. Meeting my father allowed me to
accept this legacy”. Together, the two artists created
the official French-speaking countries anthem for the
2016 Rio Olympic Games.

James started to meet some African musicians,
especially Guy Nwogang, percussionist for
Dibango’s Soul Makossa Gang, Salif Keita and
Stevie Wonder. This led him to a new creative process.
“There are so many sonic options with percussions
and drums, it will be the guiding principle of my new
project”, James says with excitement.
This is how it all started for the song “Kwele”, featuring
Canadian rapper Allan Kingdom. Percussions
inspired the beat, and then the word “Kwele” sprang
from the first lyrics. James immediately linked it with
the Kwele ethnic group, known in central Africa for
their noble and mysterious masks. Thanks to inputs
from international voices and African musicians,
James is looking for a balance between pop and
urban music. “I want people to get to know my
journey and my music. This is the answer to all my
inner questions. Finally, I can assert myself, be proud
of my roots, and say: this music is me”. James BKS is
an artist who needed to find himself to express his
personality. His music is an invitation to unveil his
personal and musical quest.

James BKS is the first artist to be signed on Idris
Elba’s label 7Wallace, “New Breed” comes as
James BKS works on his debut album. ‘New
Breed’ perfectly merges James’ Cameroonian
roots on production, with the lyricism of hip hop
legend “Q-Tip”, multi-talented actor and artist
Idris Elba, and Mercury Prize nominated rapper
Little Simz. Speaking of the collaboration James
explains:
“Little Simz, Idris Elba, Q-Tip and me strongly and
proudly represent the New Breed movement, a
different way to approach music with no borders, no
judgment, no labels. We have learned from our past
mistakes and victories and our eyes are on Africa,
while in the meantime we embrace our own personal
paths, respectively in the UK for Little Simz and Idris
Elba, in the US for Q-Tip and in France for me”.

« New Breed » is not only a hymn to Africa and its values, a whole new era begins with this new track, an era
where borders, labels and stereotypes don’t exist, naturally called the « New Breed » movement.
For the next few months to come, James has a lot of ongoing projects. While working on his first album and
on his live performance that will both push further his music into his African roots, he is also working on
composing the original soundtrack of a forthcoming movie, making 2020 a critical year for James’s project.
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Just like his music, James BKS’ live is a hybrid patchwork of avant-garde urban music and
ancestrality with his traditional African instruments. He shares with us his story on stage, a
journey between Europe, the United States and Africa.
In this live formation, in addition to playing marimbas and keyboards, James is a true conductor
with this unique tool, a custom-made software that allows the Maestro to interact with his
fellow performers: his gang of percussionists , guitarist, bassist, backing vocalists and lead
vocals.

Percussions
Guy Nwogang
Born in Cameroon, Guy moved to France in the 2000s. He started the guitar at the age of 6 years. Around eight years old,
he opted for the drums and reproduced the sounds of his peers broadcasted on the airwaves, and because Cameroon is
not endowed with music schools, this is how he taught himself how to play music. At fourteen, he was the drummer of his
high school group.
At fifteen, he played at night ballads in cabarets and piano-bars to deepen and improve his game. His parents stopped
supporting him financially, following his choice to pursue a music career rather than his studies. From then on, he became
the drummer of the Ôzila cabaret, and accompanied the popular local star and musician Anne-Marie Ndzie. Then, at
eighteen, he won his first contract at the Hilton Hotel with a jazz quartet. He has then on learned for two years how to
perform all jazz standards.
At the age of twenty begins an international adventure for a three-month tour in Germany, with the group Otoulbaka. Then
the recording of the album be za boa by Anne-Marie Ndzie, as well as a tour in France, Belgium, Holland and Germany.
From this moment, he goes on tour around the world with Manu Dibango, Djamel Laroussi, Stevie Wonder, Salif Keita ...
He accompanied, among others, Mc Solaar, Djamel Laroussi, The Nubians, Etienne Mbappe, Jean Jacques Elangue, Bens
Belinga, Claudine Francois, Philippe Combelle, Mario Canonge, Buren, Brice Wassy, Papa Wemba, Moriba Koita ...

Guitar

Elias Israel
Born in France in 1990, from a family of musicians, Elias first learned to play the piano by reproducing what he heard, then
it was at 12 years old that he learned the guitar by himself; interested in blues music with artists like Jimi Hendrix or BB King,
was gradually born an interest in other styles like Mandingo music, rhythm, blues, soul, gospel, jazz.
At 17, he gave his first concert; at 20, after scientific studies, he professionalized by giving acoustic performances with,
among others, Yoann Freget who will be the winner of the second season of The Voice, and Slimane (The Voice 5th season).
The animation of jam sessions and open mics also allowed him to build a large repertoire. Subsequently, Elias played in
groups such as 3/4, a resident group on the Hanounight Show on Canal +, then in 2017 he accompanied the resident
group of Nouvelle Star on M6. Today, he works in France and abroad with independent artists, groups and orchestras.

Bass
Black Kamoni

Born in Kinshasa and from a family of musicians, Black Kamoni began when he was 12 years old asking the bassists in
his city to learn alongside them. After 3 years, several concerts performed in the church and participation in national
competitions, he left the Congo for Angola, the country in which he first played in the orchestra of the local church. This is
how he meets great Angolan musicians like Dodo Miranda, Joao Lorenzo, Vladmiro Gona, Elizabeth Mambo and more.
He followed them until 2016 in concert as in recording studio, before hitting the road for Europe as part of a tour which
brought him notably to Portugal. He has been pursuing since his career in France, notably alongside Olivier Tshimanga, and
other musicians such as drummers Guy Bilong or Carlos Gbaguidi, pianist Philippe Monange …

Lead voices
Anna Kova
Exhilarating, Anna Kova is animated by a communicative energy that carries everything in its path. From an early age, music
takes a big place in his life. Supported by her music-loving grandmother who transmits her love of the piano, she already
takes classes at the conservatory. Alongside this discipline, she studies dance (ballet, modern, hip hop), which will make her
discover other musical styles.
From these influctions comes a voice, a special placement and a recognizable signature from the first notes, which she will
continue to refine by joining the prestigious Berklee College of Music in Boston. Thanks to different vocal techniques, her
voice gains depth and contrasts. During these American years, she composed MHAW (My Heart is not Wrong), influenced
by soul, motown, modern r’n’b and a hip-hop culture in full (r)evolution. The musical language of Anna Kova mixes genres
and translates into personal semantics : texts are as important as music, words are fluid, made of sound and rhythmics.
Gracy Hopkins
The cultural offspring of three continents, with roots stretching from Angola to Brazil and deep in the suburbs of Paris, Gracy
Hopkins represents a new chapter in global hip hop. It transcends musical and linguistic boundaries with a subtle mix of
English rhymes and French expressions on instrumental from all coasts.
Hopkins began his rap career in Middle School and he was during the same period that he started creating his own beats
under the name of Kaisy Jay.
Today, it resulted in the cool mix of throaty rap sprinkled on Gracy Hopkins’ minimalist and experimental beats.
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